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Abstrat

A reent method that uses geometri modelling is able to hek the funtional equivalene of initial

and transformed programs under global soure ode transformations. However, the method makes strong

assumptions about the programming onstruts and about the kind of transformations that have been applied.

This work investigates to what extent multimedia appliations meet these assumptions.

1 Introdution

Nowadays, omplex multimedia software is running on embedded systems in various onsumer eletroni appli-

anes. Due to the limited resoures, software solutions have to be power eÆient and adapted to spei� platform

arhitetures. This requires to apply omplex transformations on the orignal soure ode. They are based on

an analysis of maximal memory footprint, ommuniation or aess bandwidth bottleneks, power onsumption,

et. The transformations, applied manually or by tools, are global and are performed at the soure ode level,

prior to ompilation. One example of this kind of optimization method is Data Transfer and Storage Exploration

methodology (DTSE [CWdG

+

98℄).

The omplexity of the optimization phase makes the resulting program prone to errors. So it is ompulsory

to have an independent veri�ation proess that heks the orretness of the transformed program with respet

to the original one. Although the transformed program is di�erent from the original one, the observable behavior

that represents the funtionality of the program should be preserved.

To do the veri�ation manually is also prone to error and time onsuming beause of the omplexity of

the veri�ation task. An automated method, based on geometri modelling, is desribed in [SBCJ03℄. It is

able to verify programs that have undergone loop transformations and ommon expression propagations. In

what follows, we disuss the limitations of this method and analyse to what extent odes developed for some

mutimedia appliations an be veri�ed.

2 Limitations of the present method

In general, the problem of determining program equivalene is undeidable. In order to obtain a deidable

problem, it is required to fous on a deidable subset of programs. The two most important onstraints imposed

by [SBCJ03℄ are that the ontrol-ow is stati and that expressions in subsripts of array variables and loop

bounds are aÆne.

In addition, it is required that eah element of every (array) variable in the program is assigned a value only

one, i.e., that the program is in dynami single-assignment form (DSA form [VJB

+

03℄). The DSA form of a

program makes the data ow expliit, hene it simpli�es the veri�ation task. Unfortunately, general programs

are hardly ever in DSA form. Fortunately, there are methods ([VJB

+

03℄) to onvert a program into DSA form.

Furthermore, the urrent method is an intraproedural method. It an only verify that the funtional be-

haviour of eah proedure/funtion is preserved. Moreover, funtions/proedures should not perform any side

e�ets. Also pointers annot be handled by the geometri modelling.

These restritions restrain the lass of programs and the lass of transformations that an be veri�ed. In

order to assess to what extent these limitations ompromise the ability to verify designs of real-life multimedia



appliations, we have onduted a ase study on some representative set. We have analysed whih assumptions

underlying the geometri modelling are violated by real ode as well as the lass of transformations that the

designers have applied during the development. The results of this study are intended to provide guidane in

extending the method so that it better addresses the veri�ation needs of real designers.

3 Case Study

The examples we looked at are kernels of real-life multimedia appliations that we obtained from IMEC. They

are the following: (i). QSDPCM: Quadtree Strutured Di�erene Pulse Code Modulation is an inter-frame

ompression tehnique for video. (ii). MP3: an implementation of the MPEG layer 3 deoder. (iii). MPlayer:

a multimedia player that implements DivX deoding tehnologies. (iv). DAB FFT: an implementation of the

FFT algorithm in the Digital Audio Broadasting appliation. To improve power eÆieny and performane,

designers have developed di�erent versions of eah example by applying various soure ode transformations.

These examples are typial multimedia appliations; we believe they are representative of the lass of programs

in this appliation domain. In the ase study, the relevant ode harateristis for the veri�ation tool have been

extrated and the applied transformations have been analyzed.

Charateristis QSDPCM MP3 MPlayer DAB FFT

Multiple assignment Yes Yes Yes Yes

Non-aÆne expression for index

and loop bounds

no no no no

Pointers no Yes Yes no

Side e�ets no Yes no no

Data-dependent onditionals Yes Yes Yes Yes

While loops no no no Yes

Table 1: The program harateristis seen in the examples

Transformations QSDPCM MP3 MPlayer DAB FFT

DTSE Preproessing Yes Yes Yes Yes

Modi�ation of funtion Call no Yes Yes Yes

Dead-ode elimination Yes Yes no no

Data ow transformations Yes Yes Yes Yes

Loop transformations Yes Yes Yes Yes

Data Reuse transformations Yes no no no

Table 2: Transformations in the examples

Code harateristis. Table 1 shows the ode harateristis. Only those harateristis that are not sup-

ported by the urrent tool have been extrated. Multiple assignment ode is very popular in appliations

sine it is the natural way of writing ode. A preproessing step, tranforming ode to DSA, should allow the

veri�ation tool to ope with it. Pointers are also often used in multimedia program to provide more exibility

for programming. The geometri modelling used in the urrent tool annot handle them. Data-dependent

onditionals appear frequently beause the applied omputations are often dependent on input values. They

annot be handled by the veri�ation tool. Atually, typial for the DTSE design methodology is that they

are isolated in separate funtions/proedures and are untouhed by the subsequent global transformations. The

problem with while loops is that the loop bounds are unknown.

Transformations. Table 2 shows the kind of transformations that have been applied by the designers. DTSE

preproessing,modi�ation of funtion alls, and dead-ode elimination are transformations that enable

further optimization and are urrently not the target of veri�ation sine the method aims at leaned-up ode

(see Figure 1 (a)). The last three transformations aim at ode optimization. Data ow transformations are

needed to optimize algorithms or to enable optimization thereof. Currently, the method to verify global algebrai

data ow transformations is in progress (see Shashidhar's artile in this proeedings). But how to automatially
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verify more ompliated data ow transformations is still not lear at this moment. Loop transformations

and data reuse transformations an be veri�ed using the urrent method.

The observed ode harateristis prevent diret appliation of the urrent veri�ation method on some

multimedia programs. By using an appropriate preproessing method, the multiple assignment form an be

transformed into DSA form ([VJB

+

03℄) and pointers an be removed ([vEG01℄). Changing the veri�ation

shema from Figure 1 (a) to (b) an largely extend the lass of programs that an be veri�ed. However, it is yet

unlear what is the impat of suh preproessing on the omplexity of the veri�ation task. Another diretion

for future researh is to extend the urrent method to ope with data-dependent onditionals in the veri�ation

and to extend it to deal with more ad ho data ow transformations as used for example in QSDPCM.
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Figure 1: Veri�ation Shema

4 Conlusions

In this abstrat, we have analysed to what extent the veri�ation method for global soure ode transformations

of [SBCJ03℄ addresses the veri�ation needs that arise in the design of energy eÆient and high performane

embedded mutimedia appliations. At this moment, only a ertain lass of transformations and ertain kinds

of programs an be veri�ed using this method. By losely looking at the soure odes of some representative

multimedia appliations, we have derived whih features are responsible for the distane between what is veri�able

and what is to be veri�ed. This work will serve as the guideline of our future researh on extending the urrent

veri�ation method.
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